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working-class. The population had increased so rapidly, and
so many of the new inventions were designed to economise
labour, that the supply was always greater than the demand.
Some people consider that this was one reason for the general
prosperity. They argued that the low wages enabled employers
to make profits which they used to extend their businesses ;
whereas if these profits had been paid to workmen as wages,
it would have been consumed instead of being saved. But
other economists point out that a high rate of living creates a
wider demand for goods, and so encourages manufactures.
No doubt in the long run the increase of machinery and
factories was for the good of the working-classes. Conditions
were bad, wages low, and hours long in the factories ; but they
were better than having the whole family toiling from morn
till night in the wretched hovels they called " homes," to earn
barely enough to keep body and soul together. The domestic
workers struggled on desperately in some industries, but they
could not compete with mass-producing machinery; and by
the middle of the century they had all been starved out of
existence. That expression, " starved out of existence," stands
for lives of long-drawn-out misery for millions. People of the
next generation spoke with horror of the " hungry forties," but
as a matter of fact the 'thirties were still hungrier ; nor were
the 'fifties much better, in spite of the repeal of the Corn
Laws (1846), which ensured that bread should never again be
so ruinously dear as it had been in the past. And an addi-
tional cause of distress was the sudden abolition of the old
system of Poor Relief in 1834 (§ 283).
§ 349. " new model " trade unionism.—One of the
chief reasons why Chartism faded out after the fiasco of 1848
(§ 288) was that working-men now turned to a different method
of improving their lot.
Trade Unionism had almost disappeared after the collapse of
Robert Owen's " Grand National Consolidated " (§ 288) in
1834, but it now revived in a new and more solid form. Owen

